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CHAPMAN REPORT   
RELEASE: October 26-28 	(CBG/NPP-BofR) 

NOT POINTED AT GOVEkNOWr MOM) 

Q: What can you do to save Constitutional Government in America 7 A: VERY LITTLE, 
MauSe the nepotist oligopolists with the purchased aid of political and bureaucratic para-
sites have largely bought-out _;ad tied-up our heritage --ready for delivery into the pre-
datory hands of U.N. Worli oligarchists But you can register your protest and perhaps 
start ti_e return to a SANE, HOME-FIRST AMERICA... 
HOW ?:  WITH THE WRITE-IN varE.  At the upper lefthand corner of the new voting  ma-
c ir77.7.—•:: i.s a vital little button -- it may well be your last contact with Constitutional Govern-
ment in America 3 (Totally 'sold-out' state governments such as New York, Ma,s., Mary-
land and Ohio already have concocted bills which could remove the WRITE-IN 7dRE2ERENCE 
from he voting machines next year !) 
WW m 7: Across-the-nation, highly qualified conservative independents are experiencing 
underhanded last-minute tricks and maneuvers designed to disqualify their nomination pe-
titions thus to keep their names off the ballots. Leftist undesirables, on the other hand, 
are finding  their questionable petitions mysteriously accepted and their names re3nrded 
as nominees on the coming November eighth ballot. Hand-picked GOP-DE/9.1 canaiondes 
of the tank-alike tneedie-deeitweedle-durn sweetheart variety are being made to "look 
conservative" by comparison to these mysteriously qualified leftists (Trotskyites, etc.) 
who are ceing permitted to appear on the ballot as 'independents', With the st.t-e .,at in 
this way toe voter is mislead into thinking be is making  a 'choice', but of course, all 3 
candidates are liberal-leftist oriented as required by the CFR (see below)'oorld Poner 
Cabal which dictates its demands to the GOP-DEM hierarchy--which in turn conveys the 
welcome message to extreme leftist candidates via the election commission systems of 
state sad local governments, So the sell-out of American Constitutional Government 
will coainue and we a re dragged further into the valley of U.N. Fascio-Sociolist Consu-
merist Serfdom--a valley from wnich the only escape is through the pass of fifty to a 
hundred years of re-struggle to regain what we now have today -- to regain what - e are 
foolishly permitting  irresponsible usurpers and religio-power hedonists to tamper dth I 
The 'choice' of candidates differ only in the rate at which they v31E- perform their pre-
determined traitorous deceptions. (I warned of this in 1960 when the handpicked 'choice' 
between Nixon and Kennedy was foisted on the voting  public. This kind of 'choice' is loaded 
all-on-one-side --as phony as the recently exposed thought-warping Harris Poll--it made 
no difference who you selected for preselection of two obedient puppets (eg, Nixon/Kennedy) 
would place the liberal element in office regardless --this as required by the acting phase 
of the CFR world plan;  heads--they win, tails--you lose I) 
WHO 7:  The 'two-party' system is a fraud. It is a device intended purely to mislead the 
uninformed voter into the false idea that he is 'choosing' his own government when nothing 
could be further from the truth. Only a moderate amount of study will reveal to toe criti-
cal mind that either leftist or facist trends are effected and employed at will thrond;n the 
neat trick called the 'two-party-system'. Who really controls our government they ? It is 
the se':ret unpublicized interns tionally-oriented super-power-group known as the Council 
on Foreign Relations --members of which include the GOP-DEM hierarchy 3 The rest of 
the membership (some 400) consists of individuals representing the nepotist(inherited) vested 
wealth interests of the nation --many of whom have world-banking  committrnents which claim 
their allegiance to U.N. world government in dire ct opposition to the rightful herita;:e of ev-
ery American to share in the capital wealth this nation has created. The CFR is collectively 
of nialtIsid mentality and is incapable of seeing  the injustice of a consumerist serfdom where-
in all the wealth is held by the few in exchange for a spiritually-pauperized, living zombie 
kind of homogenized socialism where individual excellence or any degree of independence 
might quickly land one in jail for upsetting the comfortable self-indulging-nepotist-control. 
The CFR is little different from the presumptuous religious 'princes' which latter have had 
'a good-thing-going-for-them' as self-appointed profiteering purveyors of Christianity--com-
plete with Jesuit goon squads this past 1000 years. All of these leaches would hate to lose 
their grip on our society as they would then have to go back to work for a living along with 
the rest of us, but most of them just don't have what it takes so they work their tricks in 
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various unprincipled ways in order they may keep their undeserved overprivileged lives. • 
(Just as the inherited security of the religious 'princes' has turned their brains to mud--
so has the inherited wealth of the CFR element resulted in a breeding-out of the original 
capabilities once typifying their forebears, today yielding only mental defectives morosely 
preoccupied with the "gross injustices 'perpetrated'(--by you and me of course) on the 
lowest-common-denominator-slob of our society".) This perverse pre-occupation ith 
the undeserving being a safe but caleulatedli fruitless 'sharing-of-the-wealth' which serves 
two purposes: It at once assuages their (Gk'ft) guilt feelings over their unjustified control 
of inherited wealth which they know they never could have earned through their own jeficieat 
abilities, and it also precludes the threat of competition from genuinely superior iteeivi-
dual:: of real ability-- preventing them from gaining their rightful share of capital assist 
which may create new industries and jobs and (above all !) rugged anti-trust competition 
which would shatter their hugh though feeble control over 95% of the nationb capit.i wealth! 
Prime examples of this obsolescent mattoid breed are the Kennedy clan and the R 	r s. 

/// 
GIVILILED LAWS WORK ONLY ':PITH CIVILIZED PEOPLES:  Only a mattcid meet iity 
(eg: Lobby Kennedy as ..etty.Gen:) would have been so dastardly an to open the Pee. sera's 
Box ci primitive black emotionalism and loosed it upon the gccserner frame:-  orit r: our 
society-- putting the pcverful tools of constitutional Lew into hands that know only i-x-w to 
turn the 7 heels --but net knowing how to read the gages (eg:Adam C. Powell). Te 	tarts 
most c the mundane acts of participating in our modern society requires little =axe than 
10% ci our total intelligence, but like an iceberg the 90% under the surface is the teal 
mass --under the specious veneer of ritualistic participation lies the real substance of 
tivilizution — an unspoken un-eritten complex of sensibilities forever temperirte tee surface 
action --so long as the society ‘eould survive. Though a trained chimpanzee (e,ife. tight 
vocal chord alteration) may be able to pixel -a-case, the prevailing justice will have to come 
from the higher cerebral layers of his keeper's superior brain . But put enough monkeys 
into the act and the keeper will lose control--may even regress to participate in the monkey-
shines, but the monkeys cannot assume a control beyond their comprehension and unless 
the keeper's distraction is overcome the entire act will collapse 1 	So the nonsense of 
'equelity' on the level of the lesser participants amounts to "the inmates running the insti-
tution" with the effect that, for a time, the laws of the jungle will prevail. But thee the re-
actionary pendulum will seing --and we will necessarily have aq.5nconstitutional, eeuel and 
repressive police state --ready for takeover --just as the commies have it planned. 
AND THAT IS WHY YOU MUST REM AN YOUR BLACK BROTHER'S KEEPER 

/1/ 
REVERSE PSYCHOLOGY  is an old trick. Johnson's reference to 'fear' in his latest political 
palaver indicates his pre-occupation and guilty conscience for it is quite obvious thet pro-
per American citizens are greatly alarmed and fearful of his often demonstrated zellous 
contempt for the guarantees and protections extended to proper citizens by the Cee:titution 
and the Bill. Of Rights . AMEHICANS ARE WITNESSING FIRST HAND THE DESTRUCTION 
OF ONE OE MANKIND'S GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS BY HEDONISTIC BUNGLERS, PER 
VERTS, MORAL CRIM1NAL.3 AND OTHER MENTAL DEFECTIVES WHO HAVE USURPED 
OUR SETS OF GOVERNMENT ! While Jell erson stood firm on the Constituticn.:l Right 
of the citizenry to keep and bear arms--so to assure means of revolt in the event the seats 
of government should be usurped TODAY'S PROPER CITIZENRY SUDDENLY DISCOVERS 
ITSELF DISARMED THROUGH TECHNOLOGY if not by traitorous legislation: And the 
final act of softening-up the takeover for the Commies would take even the simile .riie-arms 
from the proper citizenry--this through notoriously traitorous legislation propose -, .y Dodd 
and Humphrey.) !II 

!HAT CAN I212 DO TO HALT THIS WHOLESALE SELL-OUT OF  
WESTERN CIVILIZATION  ? 

***There is but one recourse --- 	it is the 	WRITE-IN VOTE P ! ! 

Oae hundred copies of this report may be /// Send orders to CHAPMAN REPORT P. 0. Box 
had for re-distribution for $ 5. 00... 	 6052, Milwaukee-9, Wisconsin 

phones: 444-5588, 445-6251 
/// 
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